• Lecture Hall
  • 28 STUDENTS
  • (+ 2 FOR EXTRA WHEEL CHAIR SPOTS)
  • ZIP TIE CLOSED CHAIRS WITH X

• Seminar
  • KEEP 12 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL, ALL TABLES
  • REMOVE 14+/- CHAIRS

• Wheelchair Zone
  • DON'T USE ADJACENT SEAT IF USED

• 5' - 8"
• 6' - 0"
• 6' - 0"
• 6' - 4"
• 6' - 4"
• 6' - 0"
• 2' - 6"
• 6' - 0"

• Add 4 Tablet Chairs

• Cleaning Station

• Zoom TV

MOVE REMOVED FURNITURE TO CLC BASEMENT STORAGE ROOM

FOURTH FLOOR FURNITURE PLAN REDUCED OCCUPANCY

LEARNING COMMONS

3725 LEDGEWOOD DRIVE CINCINNATI, OH 45207

7/7/2020